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5

Abstract6

A Network Computing System is a virtual computer formed by a networked set of7

heterogeneous machines that agree to share their local resources with each other. A grid is a8

very large scale network computing system that scales to internet size environments with9

machines distributed across multiple organizationsand administrative domains. The resource10

management system is the central component of grid computing system. Resources in the grid11

are distributed, heterogeneous, autonomous and unpredictable. A resource management12

system matches requests to resources, schedules the matched resources, and executes the13

requests using scheduled resources. Scheduling in the grid environment depends upon the14

characteristics of the tasks, machines and network connectivity. The paper provides a brief15

overview of resource management in grid computing considering important factors such as16

types of resource management in grid computing, resource management models and17

comparison of various scheduling algorithm in resource management in grid computing.18

19

Index terms— grid computing, resource management, scheduling algorithms.20

1 Introduction21

rid Computing is coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, Multiinstitutional virtual22
organizations [1].Grid Computing is the flexible, secure, and coordinated sharing of resources among dynamic23
collections of individuals, institutions, and resources [2].The resource management is the central to the operation24
of a grid. The basic function of resource management is to accept requests for resources from machines with25
in the grid and assign specific machine resources to a request from the overall pool of grid resource for which26
the user has access permission. A resource management system matches requests to resources, schedules the27
matched resources, and executes the requests using the scheduled resources. Grid resources are the entities such28
as processor, disk space, memory space, network bandwidth etc. that are managed by the resource management29
system. The grid resource scheduling process can be defined as the process of matching a query for resources,30
described in terms of required characteristics, to a set of resources that meet the expressed requirements. Job31
scheduling is the mapping of jobs to specific physical resources, trying to minimize some cost function specified32
by the user.33

2 II.34

3 Related Work35

There have been some studies on survey and taxonomy of grid resource management. The most popular is done36
by Klaus Krauter and RajKumar Buyya [3], it described an abstract model and defined various concepts and37
terminologies for describing resource management architecture for grid computing. The work is also done by38
[4] for grid resource management system, it described issues and functions for GRMS and survey various grid39
resource management system. In 2010, Bo Wang, Gang Chen [5] presented various grid resource management40
models and context for grid resource management system. In 2010, [6] surveyed the various job scheduling and41
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8 SEMANTICALLY

resource scheduling in grid computing. Scheduling experiments are performed with the help of GridSim simulator42
by setting the values to the number of jobs and processing time is recorded to analyze the feasibility of algorithm.43
In 2010, [7] surveyed and simulate various job scheduling strategies in grid computing environment. Also compare44
various jobs scheduling algorithm considering various parameters like type of scheduling model, type of resources45
that particular job scheduling algorithm favors(i.e. heterogeneous or homogenous), response time, load balancing,46
etc. In 2012, Isah Abdul Azeez and Safwana Haque [8] have given a review for resource management in grid47
computing and described resource management concepts.48

4 III. Types of Grid Resource Management49

SLA-supported Resource Management: This architecture reflects the business needs of service provider and aims50
at a more automatic and autonomous resource configuration through the introduction of a Conversion Factory51
[9]. Service Level Agreements with the aid of formalized business goals (Business Level Objectives), complexity52
analyses, and knowledge of previous configurations.53

5 Agent-based Grid Resource Management:54

Agent-based approach for resource management [10] is flexible, robust, and scalable. Resource Management55
agents match requests to available resources and( D D D D D D D D )56

arbitrate between requests with respect to Business Values. Each agent implements one or more allocation57
semantics, and advertises its capabilities to the Naming/Discovery service. Their behavior depends on the58
allocation semantic they implement and extends the basic behavior consisting in matching a requested resource59
profile with an available resource within its set of primary resources.60

An Enterprise-Based Grid Resource Management System: An Enterprise based resource management system61
[11] is highly scalable resource management system built using COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) components62
used in web server infrastructures. The web services and enterprise components constituted the core of the system63
that provides fault tolerance as well as high performance and scalability.64

6 Agreement-Based Resource Management:65

Agreement based resource management is on the basis of standards activities and next generation resource66
management services [12]. Agreements abstract local management policy by representing an underlying resource67
strictly in terms of policy terms which it is willing to assert, and in doing so provides the basis for building a68
variety of alternative grid resource management strategies. An agreement provides a powerful mechanism for69
virtualizing or abstracting a resource. A resource may have complex internal policy for deciding permission,70
relative priorities, and other scheduling and management procedures.71

7 Grid Resource Management based on P2P72

Technology: A resource management approach in grid computing environment based upon P2P technology73
[13] can manage dynamic grid computing resources efficiently. Different kinds of grid computing resources are74
organized into a P2P overlay network and available information is published in type of grid service. With this75
approach, the computational resources of a grid system can be scheduled dynamically according to the realtime76
workload on each peer. The application of this approach is introduced into DDGRID (Drug Discovery GRID), a77
grid system for drug discovery and design, to evaluate the performance.78

Failure-Aware Grid Resource Management System: Novel load-based failure recovery strategy used in the79
Virtual Resource Management framework [14]. The mechanism is applicable in any environment where distributed80
resources must be managed and failures of the system are critical, e.g. Service Level Agreements are given for81
the correct and complete execution of a job. Given approach adapts to the actual load situation and determines82
a remapping interval accordingly, which diminishes the danger of underestimating failure durations as any job is83
remapped before it is actually endangered of being terminated.84

A Scalable wide-area Grid Resource Management Framework: A scalable wide-area grid resource management85
framework [15] is a hierarchical framework that permits wide-area grid resource management. The framework86
uses a hierarchical organization of resource managers. The hierarchy is composed of multiple levels of resource87
managers, similar to business and government organizations. Resources are assigned to jobs through decentralized88
inter and intra organizational collaborations between resource managers.89

8 Semantically90

Enhanced Grid Resource Management: Semantic based Grid Resource Management(S-GRM) [16] system utilizes91
semantic metadata to describe and discover both logical and physical resources. The system integrates the92
component search into existing Grid application development environment and discovery of nodes in resource93
manager in a comprehensive perspective.94

HRMF-G: a Grid based Hierarchical RM Framework: Hierarchical Resource Management framework [17]95
effectively resolved the bottleneck problem in the centralized resource management mode and non-reliability96
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problem in the distributed resource management mode, and also resolved the load imbalance problem and other97
problems in the centralized resource schedule mode and the distributed resource schedule mode.98

9 Performance99

based Grid Resource Management: A Generalized Stochastic PetriNet (GSPN) model is for performance100
evaluation of grid [18]. In this model, three roles are defined: Users (U), Resource Management System (RMS),101
and Resources(R). All resource requests by users are to be submitted to some resource management system,102
instead of directly to resources. The mapping of users to RMS’s and resources to RMS’s are assumed to be both103
n to 1, which means that each users always chooses a preferable designated RMS to submit their tasks to, and104
each resource is directly managed by only one RMS.105

10 IV. Resource Management Models106

Model of resource management gives information regarding the relationship between users and resources provider,107
how resources are chosen for users, how resources are allocated. There are several different models for grid resource108
management system and these several different models may be used in the same system. a) Economic Model for109
GRM It provides a decentralized resource management capability and is adaptable to changes in the environment110
and user requirements. It is scalable, controllable, measurable and easily understandable policy for management111
of resources. There are [19] several market-based economic models such as a commodity market, tenders and112
auctions along with the( D D D D D D D D )113

architecture and algorithms for their implementation in grid computing systems. b) Architectural Models114
for GRM For the architecture of grid resource management three different models are [20]: Hierarchical Model,115
Abstract Owner Model and Market Model. The hierarchical model exhibits the approach followed in many116
contemporary grid systems. The abstract owner model follows an order and delivery approach in job submission117
and result gathering. The market/economy model follow economic model in resource discovery and scheduling118
that can coexist or work with contemporary systems and captures the essence of both hierarchical and abstract119
owner models.120

11 c) Pricing Model for GRM121

This price model for grid resources [21] is based upon the theory of financial option. The use of option value122
computation is for grid resources usage and to select the best point of exercise of the option to utilize any of the123
grid resources. This helps the user as well as the grid resources provider to optimize resources for profitability. A124
price varying function which controls the price of resources and ensure the grid users get the maximum at best125
prices and the resources provider also make reasonable revenue at the current base price setting. A price variant126
function in price model is to adjust the charges for resources at various times so that the grid remains busy. This127
function helps the resource provider in keeping the grid busy and recovering the investment on the infrastructure128
in a predetermined period of time.129

12 d) Resource Management Model of Electric Power System130

Based on Grid Technology131

A resource management model of power system based on grid technology [22] can fully use computer hardware132
infrastructure and provide a favorable support for large scale computing environment in electric power system.133
This model consists of two independent parts: management node and computing node. As a center node,134
management node is responsible for the maintenance of grid users and resource information, safety management,135
job scheduling, the job monitor, task decomposition and transmission computing result collection and so on.136
Computing node receives computation tasks from the management node, and generates intermediate results.137

13 e) Resource Management Model Based on P2P Technology138

Web services grid resource management and discovery model based on P2P technology [23] applies the semantic139
web technology and P2P technology to the grid resource search, improves the retrieving utilization, search speed140
and precision rate of grid resources and better solves the system expandability and reliability.141

This model is divided into two layers. The under layer is composed of Web Service Resource Providers (WSRP)142
nodes, called WSRP network. The upper layer is structural P2P networks, composed of Web Service Resource143
Register and Inquiry Broker (WSRRAIB) nodes with high reliability, long online time and less variation, called144
WSRRAIB network.145

V.146

14 Scheduling147

In grid environment, to schedule resources and jobs, certain scheduling components are required which decides148
which resources are assigned to which jobs. Assignment of resources to job can be explicitly and implicitly.149
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17 II. STOCHASTIC MODEL AND EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZATION

Explicitly assignment can be specified by external rules base or programmable interface. Implicitly assignment150
can be implemented by choice of state estimation algorithms and rescheduling approaches.151

15 a) Scheduler152

The function of the scheduler as task allocation or task mapping in distributed computing system. It should be153
noted that multiple tasks from various users are submitted on any nodes of the distributed computing system154
from time to time. The scheduler must also accommodate this multiplicity of the disjoint task. Characteristic155
parameters for any scheduler are: turnaround time, throughput and interactive response time.156

Turnaround time is a task oriented characteristics that considers the time duration between submission and157
completion of a task. Obviously, it will be desirable to minimize this time.158

Throughput of the system is a characteristic that measures the number of tasks successfully executed in unit159
time. This quantity must be maximized. Interactive response is about the requirement of interactive users during160
the execution of the tasks. Scheduler is responsible for resource discovery, resource trading, resource selection161
and job assignment.162

16 b) Scheduling Model163

Scheduling models describes structure of resource management system [4] and scalability of system.164
Scheduling models can be classified as centralized, hierarchical or decentralized.165
i. Centralized Scheduling Model: In centralized scheduling model, all jobs are submitted to a single scheduler166

who is responsible for scheduling them on the available resources. Since all the scheduling information is available167
at one single position the scheduling decision are optimal but this approach is not very scalable in a grid system.168

ii. Decentralized Scheduling Model: In decentralized scheduling model, there is no central scheduler, scheduling169
is done by the resource requestor and owners independently. This approach is scalable( D D D D D D D D )170

Year and suits grid systems. But individual schedulers should cooperate with each other in making scheduling171
decisions and the schedule generated may not be the optimal schedule.172

iii. Hierarchical Scheduling Model: In this model, the schedulers are organized in a hierarchy. High level173
resource entities are scheduled at higher levels and lower level smaller sub-entities are scheduled at lower levels of174
the scheduler hierarchy. This model is a combination of above two models. c) Scheduling Algorithms i. Capacity175
Planning and Stochastic Scheduling in Large-Scale Grids (CPSS)176

Capacity Planning and Stochastic Scheduling [24] is very efficient and scalable approach that lead to increased177
resource utilization, lower cost per workflow execution and the ability to solve huge problem sizes. Capacity178
Planning and Stochastic Scheduling is used for large scale grid computing infrastructures that aims to minimize179
the cost of application execution while ensuring that Quality of Service constraints are satisfied with desired180
confidence levels. This Scheduling formulation is based on queuing theory to specify the stochastic nature of181
the grid. In modeling the grid as a queuing network make able to use more accurate forecasting mechanisms182
to determine workload and its behavior which improves our ability to negotiate for advance reservations and183
grid futures. In this scheduling, the job of the scheduler is to select a set of resources onto which to schedule184
the tasks and manage an application, coordinate the execution of the tasks and manage the data distributions185
and communication between the tasks. Here, problem formulation implicitly performs capacity planning in that186
it assigns just enough resources to be able to handle the total service workload, while minimizing the cost of187
resources.188

17 ii. Stochastic Model and Evolutionary Optimization189

Algorithm for Grid Scheduling (SMEOA)190
Stochastic Model and Evolutionary Optimization Algorithm for grid scheduling [25] address the issues of191

uncertainty or randomness of sources. Uncertainty of sources has major impact include machine breakdowns,192
unexpected releases of high priority jobs, network status and soon. A new stochastic model for grid scheduling and193
a novel evolutionary scheduling algorithm is based on MSE (Minimum Stochastic Expectation) model.A resource194
Use Pattern Analysis (UPA) method to predict resources and grid QoS policy bring resources to improve grid195
efficiency.196

iii. Research on Novel Dynamic Resource Management and job scheduling in grid computing (RNDRM) This197
scheduling model is based on Heap Sort Tree (HST) [26] for computing the available computational power of198
the nodes (resource) as well as whole grid system. Here the resource with largest available computational ability199
among the whole grid system is selected to be the root node of the HST and it is ready for the scheduler to200
submit a job. The algorithm design for job scheduling is well suitable for the complex grids environment and it201
is based on agents. iv. Virtual Computing Grid using Resource Pooling (VCGRP)202

The System is based on loosely coupled concept. Virtual Computing Grid means the system can choose a203
resource and allocate tasks to it. Here, it is a single point web based access known as Virtual Computing Grid204
Portal and the Virtual Computing Grid Monitor is a central resource manager for the System [27].205

v. A Grid-distance Based Scheduling for Grid Resource Management (GDBS)206
Resource scheduling algorithm model based on grid distance [28], which can optimize scheduling by using207

close resources in the grid resource scheduling. This is especially important in terms of establishing lasting208
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and numerous relationships between consumer and providers, for it helps form more effective VOs (Virtual209
Organizations).In resource scheduling, choosing near and low-cost resources using grid-distance as a key criterion210
improves the performance of grid resource scheduling and has better characteristics in executing tasks, which211
achieves the aim of scheduling optimization.Therefore, the strategies based on the grid distance scheduling are:212

1. Achieving the aim of choosing the physically closer resource and show the advantage of closer resource in213
terms of completing time, communication reliability and cost; 2. The closer resource is obviously more stable in214
communication;215

3. Optimizing the whole grid resource scheduling based on grid distance scheduling so as to improve the216
capacity of grid in dealing with job in unit time.217

vi. Resource-cost-based Multi-agent Systems Scheduling for Grid Resource Management (RCBMAS) A218
multi-agent systems resource management method in Grid environment fully utilizes the agent’s autonomy,219
heterogeneity and distribution etc. to cooperate jobs in the Grid environment. The method utilizes resource-220
cost-based Grid resource scheduling algorithm [29] to find the most appropriate resource for each Grid task.221
Resource-cost is a triple, represented as physical distance, bandwidth available of communication network and222
the use cost .The first is a constant and the others vary with both the communication load and the relationship223
between supply and requirement. Assume A,B are two entities which A is the job and B is the node that provides224
resource in Grid, RC(A,B) is the Resource-cost between them, and then RC(A,B) = ?f(d is , a v -band, cost)225
.Here dis, av-band and cost denote physical distance, available bandwidth and cost respectively.226

Resource-cost-based scheduling algorithm due to the dynamic characteristics of the resource and nodes in Grid227
and the fact that the resource-cost varies with the time, a satisfactory threshold cannot be determined. However,228
it should be the minimum one chosen from the resources available. There are two choices to find the shortest path229
of Grid resource graph: depth-limited search and the non-depth-limited search. Therefore, the corresponding230
algorithms are called the depth-limited algorithm and the free algorithm. The free algorithm is the one used in231
freely calculating the resource-cost for the candidate resources in the whole Grid.232

18 vii. Market-driven233

Based Resource Scheduling Algorithm in Computational Grid (MDBRS) In resource management system based on234
economy model, resource provider is defined as producer, and resource user is defined as consumer. Producers and235
consumers become individuals in economic environment, and each individual has their own target and strategy.236
Market-driven resource management and scheduling system [30] should maximize profit of each individual. The237
strategy of consumer is to use lowest expense to solve his problem, while the strategy of producer is to attract more238
consumers and makes his profit maximum. Resource owners or provider determine the price of their resources, and239
charge customers for consuming the resource. Pricing strategy is that price depends on some factors, and price240
can be fixed or fluctuates as the changing of supply and demand. A Grid resource scheduling algorithm based on241
market-driven using dynamic resource price-adjusting (RPA) strategy. RPA-Cost Optimization and RPA-Time242
Optimization scheduling algorithm are based on a dynamic /priceadjusting strategy, which introduces the concept243
of central price, the fluctuant factor of price, and the lifetime of price; the performance evaluation standard of244
load balance for Grid system is defined using a load balance factor.245

19 viii. BMQOS: A General Self-Adaptive Global Resource246

Scheduling Algorithm for Computational Grid247
The process of computational grid resource scheduling generally falls into two phases: global resource248

scheduling and local resource scheduling. Under this pattern, global resource scheduling algorithms are different249
from the traditional resource scheduling algorithms of LRMS (local resource management system, LRMS).A250
general self-adaptive global resource scheduling algorithm for Computational Grid [31], BMQOS (Best Multi251
QOS) specifies the personal resource requirement of a computational grid job, BMQOS can globally self adaptively252
weigh every index of the MQOS of candidate computational grid nodes and choose an appropriate node for a job253
from the candidates finally. Especially by adjusting a weight vector, w= (w1, w2 ? wn) T, it can better meet254
a job’s personal resource requirement and enhance run-time benefit of Computational Grid. ix. 2-Phase Trust-255
Based Scheduling (2PTBS) 2-Phase Scheduling: Since grid computing system is an Internet-based, distributed256
computing platform, it involves not only LANs, but hosts in every LAN also. According to so, when a scheduling257
is put to a computing task, it must be considered to schedule not only a certain LAN with a certain algorithm,258
but also a certain host in LAN with other algorithms. So a certain scheduling process can be divided into259
two levels:External Scheduling: WAN-scope, the first subtask level, distributed scheduling; Internal Scheduling:260
LANscope, the second subtask level, concentrated scheduling.261

2-Phase Trust-Based Scheduling: 2-Phase scheduling algorithm [32] is the right one to show out the hierarchy262
explicitly.2-Phase Trust-Based Scheduling Algorithm (2PTBSA) is to avoid unstable nodes during computing263
progress, and to enhance the total computing efficiency, by the filtration with the mechanism of trust, on the264
premise of better descriptions of the complexity and hierarchy.265

x. Resource Discovery Algorithm Based on Small-World Cluster in Hierarchical Grid Computing Environment266
(RDA) Small-world cluster into hierarchical grid in which intra-cluster adopts centralized management and cluster267
center nodes form small-world network. The architecture strikes a balance between high efficiency of total268
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19 VIII. BMQOS: A GENERAL SELF-ADAPTIVE GLOBAL RESOURCE

centralized management and good scalability of absolute distributed disposal. In the process of constructing269
small-world network, a new construction method on the basis of NW (Newman-Watts) model is short range270
contacts and long range contacts are represented by routing tables in a logic and dynamic way not by Manhattan271
distance. Hierarchical architecture based on small-world cluster and SWRD algorithm used in education resource272
grid have high search success rate and low query cost, where small world and resource discovery make perfect273
combination. There exists no bottleneck and central database, and system is scalable and reliable. Discovering274
resources according to different situations is in fact another expression of distribution [33]. 1275
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.1 Conclusion

.1 Conclusion276

In this paper, a review of resource management system in grid computing is presented. Various types of resource277
management in grid computing and various models for resource management in grids computing are discussed.278
Various scheduling algorithm in grid computing have been analyzed. A comparison on various parameters279
like architecture type, environment type (Heterogeneous or Homogeneous), response time, load balancing, and280
resource utilization is done on different types of job scheduling.281
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